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Data structure for shape files included in this product 
 
This release of DI-34 includes 3 shape files representing the geology of the eastern part of the 
Sells 30 by 60 minute quadrangle. These shape files were generated from feature classes in the 
geodatabase for the purpose of providing a simplified method to access and view the basic 
geologic data. Foreign keys in the geodatabase have been (for the most part) resolved to text 
display names in these shapefiles to facilitate browsing.  The following tables explain the 
contents of fields in the shapefile tables. 
 
Two versions of each shape file are included, one in NAD83 UTM zone 12, (NAD83 in file 
name) and one in NAD27 (NAD27 in file name).  
 
Shapefile 
field 

Geodatabase field (empty if no 
equivalent field in 
geodatabase) 

Description 

SysGUID SysGUID Text, GUID (128 bit, globally unique number) converted to 32 hexadecimal 
digit string, with hyphens after digits 8, 12,16, and 20. Unique identifier for 
all data instances (rows in tables). 

DisplayNam DisplayName Text, identifies data instance for user in interface 

TextDescri TextDescription Text, available for any comments, description, notes that user wishes to 
insert.  

Label Label String; default text used to label a feature in a map visualization. 

OriginTrac OriginTrackingSysGUID Foreign key to Tracking table, records information on intellectual source of 
data, and data processing related to inclusion in database 

SysStatus SysStatus String, temporary flag field. 

MapHorizon MapHorizon String; specifies the surface within or on the Earth that contains the area de-
picted by this spatial object. 

Resolution DepictionScale Integer; scale at which the spatial object was originally delineated. 

IdentityCo IdentityConfidenceTermGUID Term specifies the observer's confidence that the observed phenomenon 
actually is the phenomenon identified by Classifier. In the geodatabase, the 
field is a foreign key to ScienceLanguage table. 

Classifier ClassifierTermGUID Term classifies the geologic surface that crops out along this trace. In the 
geodatabase, the field is a foreign key to ScienceLanguage table. 

ExistenceC ExistenceConfidenceTermGUID Term specifies the observer's confidence that mapped feature actually 
exists. In the geodatabase, this is a foreign key GUID that links to the term 
in the ScienceLanguage table. 

PositionUn PositionUncertainty Floating point number; specifies the radius of the uncertainty envelope, in 
meters, within which the identified feature is asserted to be located, as 
depicted on the base map. Includes uncertainty derived from inability to 
precisely locate geologist on ground (e.g. surrounded by trees), and 
uncertainty in ability to transfer ground location to base map point. Ideally 
should be read to mean 'actual location is within x meters of the reported 
(mapped) location with 95% confidence'. 

Locatabili LocatabilityTermGUID Term specifies whether a feature is directly observable, may be observable 
(well exposed, continuously), inferred between sparse outcrop, inferred 
based on physiographic expression, inferred based on other evidence 
(vegetation change, soil change...) or concealed by overlying material. In 
the geodatabase, the field is a foreign key to ScienceLanguage table. 

CartoObjID CartoObjID Integer; identifier for a symbol in the symbol set specified by SymbolSet 
used for default depiction of this spatial object. This is the default 
symbolization, and is used in the all stratigraphic units map view. 

SymbolSet SymbolSet String; name of a collection of pre-defined symbols used for default 
depiction of this spatial object 

ESRISubTyp ESRISubType_Outcrop-
BoundaryTrace 

Integer; defines subsets of geologic surface traces with different semantics. 

Shape_Leng Shape_Length Floating point number, length of line segment in meters, inherited from 
Geodatabase feature class length field. 

AgeCartoOb  Integer that identifies lines to display in the Age symbolization map. Value 
is null for lines that are not visible in this view. Nonzero values identify the 
symbol used to display each selected feature. 

LithCartoO  Integer that identifies lines to display in the CGI lithology symbolization 
map. Value is null for lines that are not visible in this view. Nonzero values 
identify the symbol used to display each selected feature. 

StratCarto  Integer that identifies lines to display in the simplified stratigraphic unit 
symbolization map. Value is null for lines that are not visible in this view. 
Nonzero values identify the symbol used to display each selected feature. 

FaultCarto  Integer that identifies lines to display as Faults. Value is null for lines that 
are not visible in this view. This field is used to generate the faults layer in 
the ArcMap Project; this layer may be used with any of the symbolization 
schemes. Nonzero values identify the symbol used to display each selected 
feature. 

BoundCarto  Integer that identifies lines to display as the map boundary. Value is null for 
lines that are not visible in this view. This field is used to generate the map 
boundary layer in the ArcMap Project; this layer is used with all of the 
symbolization schemes. Nonzero values identify the symbol used to display 
each selected feature. 

TrackingNo  Text notes on source of data. This string is the DisplayName from the 
record in the geodatabase Tracking table identified by OriginTrac 

Shapefile field Geodatabase field (empty if 
no equivalent field in 
geodatabase) 

Description 

SysGUID SysGUID Text, GUID (128 bit, globally unique number) converted to 32 
hexadecimal digit string, with hyphens after digits 8, 12,16, and 20. 
Unique identifier for all data instances (rows in tables). 

Label Label String; default text used to label a feature in a map visualization. 
DisplayNam DisplayName Text, identifies data instance for user in interface 
TextDescri TextDescription Text, available for any comments, description, notes that user wishes to 

insert. 
MapHorizon MapHorizon String; specifies the surface within or on the Earth that contains the area 

depicted by this spatial object. 
DepictionS DepictionScale Integer; scale at which the spatial object was originally delineated. 
ConceptTer ConceptTermGUID Foreign key to entity specified by ConceptEntityGUID; term classifies 

geologic unit that crops out within this polygon.  
ConceptEnt ConceptEntityGUID specifies the entity that contains the instance specified by the 

ConceptTermGUID value. 
IdentityCo IdentityConfidenceTermGUID Term specifies the observer's confidence that the observed phenomenon 

actually is the phenomenon identified by ConceptTermGUID. In the 
geodatabase, the field is a foreign key to ScienceLanguage table. 

CartoObjID CartoObjID Integer; identifier for a symbol in the symbol set specified by SymbolSet 
used for default depiction of this spatial object. 

SymbolSet SymbolSet String; name of a collection of pre-defined symbols used for default 
depiction of this spatial object 

TrackingNo TrackingNotes Text notes on source of data. This string is the DisplayName from the 
record in the geodatabase Tracking table. 

AgeCartoOb  Integer that identifies lines to display in the Age symbolization map. Value 
is null for lines that are not visible in this view. Nonzero values identify 
the symbol used to display each selected feature. 

AgeLabel  String used to label polygon features in age symbolization map view. 
LithCartoO  Integer that identifies lines to display in the CGI lithology symbolization 

map. Value is null for lines that are not visible in this view. Nonzero 
values identify the symbol used to display each selected feature. 

LithLabel  String used to label polygon features in CGI lithology symbolization map 
view 

StratCarto  Integer that identifies polygons to display in the simplified stratigraphic 
unit symbolization map. Value is null for lines that are not visible in this 
view. Nonzero values identify the symbol used to display each selected 
feature. 

StratLabel  String used to label polygon features in simplified stratigraphic unit 
symbolization map view 

GeoAge  String, specifies geologic age of stratigraphic unit that crops out in this 
polygon; this is DisplayName from geodatabase GeologicAge data 
associated with prototype description for geologic unit identified by 
ConceptTermGUID/ConceptEntityGUID tuple in geodatabase. 

Genesis  String, specifies genetic origin type for stratigraphic unit that crops out  
this polygon; this is DisplayName for ScienceLanguage term for 
‘GenesisTerm’ property’ in prototype description for geologic unit 
identified by ConceptTermGUID/ConceptEntityGUID tuple in 
geodatabase. 

GeoUnit  String, DisplayName from GeologicUnit lexicon table for geologic unit 
identified by ConceptTermGUID/ConceptEntityGUID tuple in 
geodatabase. 

CGILithTer  String, specifies lithology class (from CGI test bed scheme) for 
stratigraphic unit that crops out in this polygon; this is DisplayName for 
ScienceLanguage or StandardLithology term associated with CGI 
lithology class prototype description for geologic unit identified by 
ConceptTermGUID/ConceptEntityGUID tuple in geodatabase. 

Prototype TypeDescriptionSysGUID Foreign key to geodatabase GeologicUnitDescription table to access 
associated descriptive properties in geodatabase (advanced users). 

Shapefile 
field 

Geodatabase field (empty if no 
equivalent field in geodatabase) 

Description 

SysGUID SysGUID Text, GUID (128 bit, globally unique number) converted to 32 
hexadecimal digit string, with hyphens after digits 8, 12,16, and 20. 
Unique identifier for all data instances (rows in tables). 

DisplayNam Label String; default text used to label a feature in a map visualization. 

TextDescri DisplayName Text, identifies data instance for user in interface 

OriginTrac TextDescription Text, available for any comments, description, notes that user 
wishes to insert. 

SysStatus SysStatus  
StructureT StructureTypeTermGUID Term classifies the kind of geologic structure that was measured. In 



the geodatabase, the field is a foreign key to ScienceLanguage 
table. 

Azimuth Azimuth Azimuth of strike line for planar data, bearing of linear feature in 
plunge direction 

DipPlunge DipPlunge Floating point number; default or single representative value for dip 
of planar feature, plunge of linear feature. 

LabelText LabelText Label text to show dip or plunge magnitude associated with 
structure measurement on map 

CartoObjID CartoObjID Integer, identifies symbol to use for displaying the measurement on 
a map 

SymbolSet SymbolSet String; name of a collection of pre-defined symbols used for default 
depiction of this spatial object. 

Measuremen MeasurementProcedureTermGUID term specifies the procedure for determining orientation (Brunton 
compass measurement on outcrop, three point determination, 
estimate from distance, air photo interpretation…). In the 
geodatabase, the field is a foreign key to ScienceLanguage table. 

Identifica IdentificationConfidenceTermGUID term specifies the observer's confidence that the measured structure 
is actually is the phenomenon identified by StructureTypeTerm-
GUID. In the geodatabase, the field is a foreign key to 
ScienceLanguage table. 

UTME UTME UTM easting coordinate of measurement location, in meters in zone 
specified by UTMzone 

UTMN UTMN UTM northing coordinate of measurement location, in meters in 
zone specified by UTMzone 

UTMzone UTMzone String, spefies zone, and if there are multiple datums in use, the 
datum for the UTM coordinates (e.g. 12N_NAD27 

TrackingNo  Display name from associated Tracking record, provides 
information on source of measured data. 

Table 3. Fields in the SellsStructureDataSelected _NADxx shape file. These points are generated 
by joining the Station feature class with the StructureObservation table in the geodatabase. 
 


